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ONE YEAR TO ‘LEJOG’ FOR TRANSAID’S 20th ANNIVERSARY CYCLE CHALLENGE  

 

With just one year to go before riders from across the transport and logistics industry saddle 

up to take on Transaid’s 20th anniversary cycle challenge from Land’s End to John O’Groats 

(LEJOG), the international development agency is encouraging individuals and teams to 

secure their places and commence training!   

 

The 2019 fundraiser – Transaid’s most ambitious yet – will see the intrepid group set off from 

Land’s End on 11 June 2019, pedalling 972 miles over 12 days to finish in John O’Groats. 

The adventure will take riders through some of the UK’s top scenic hotspots, including the 

beautiful Cotswold countryside and up to the stunning glens of the Scottish Highlands.    

 

Two hardy ‘end-to-enders’ have already signed up and dozens of organisations have 

expressed interest in putting forward a team. Florence Bearman, Head of Fundraising at 

Transaid, expects registrations to gather pace now there’s less than a year to go. 

 

She says: “We wanted to celebrate this important Transaid milestone surrounded by people 

from across the industry which has helped us get to where we are today. So far, the interest 

has been exceptionally high; LEJOG appears to be on a lot of people’s bucket lists and we’re 

very confident we’ll be fielding our biggest cycling team yet. It’s going to make for an 

amazing 20th anniversary year!” 

 

Transaid has designed the event to suit cyclists with a good level of fitness, providing the 

opportunity to sign-up for one or more of the three-day legs, the full 12-day journey or to 

compete as a relay team. 

 

Transaid is also looking for headline sponsors, with opportunities for companies to support 

either individual stages or the whole ride. Some of the first firms to commit their backing 

includes Microlise, which will host a barbeque in Nottingham at the end of day four, Fagan & 
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Whalley will be hosting a morning break stop on day six, and Malcolm Logistics, is hosting a 

breakfast at its Heritage Centre in Linwood for the departing peloton on day nine. 

 

The fundraising target of £200,000 will go towards Transaid’s life-saving work in sub-

Saharan Africa, where it is focused on improving commercial driving standards and ensuring 

improved access to healthcare.  

 

Individual cyclists signing up to complete the challenge end-to-end must pay a £250 

registration fee and raise a minimum sponsorship target of £2,750. For a single stage of the 

challenge, there is a £150 registration fee and commitment to raising at least £1,250 in 

sponsorship. Teams of four riders riding one stage each will pay a group registration fee of 

£400 and must raise at least £4,000 collectively.  

 

For anyone wishing to take on the ride – either as part of a relay team or for individual legs – 

please contact Harry Wells via harry@transaid.org or on 020 7387 8136.  

 

For more information and to find out how you can support the organisation visit 

www.transaid.org. 
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Note to Editor:  

Transaid transforms lives through safe, available, and sustainable transport. Founded by Save the 
Children, The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT), and its Patron, HRH The Princess 
Royal, the international development organisation shares 25 years’ worth of expertise in 23 countries 
with partners and governments – empowering people to build the skills they need to transform their 
own lives.  
 
Transaid’s core work includes creating transport management systems for the public sector and 
assisting with the provision of professional driving qualification development and the training of driver 
trainers.  It also assists with teaching preventive vehicle maintenance management and introducing 
local, low cost transport solutions including its innovative bicycle ambulance. Transaid also helps 
promote road safety awareness and shares its specialist knowledge with the humanitarian aid sector. 
 
Transaid enjoys strong backing from the transport and logistics industry and the active involvement of 
its patron, HRH The Princess Royal. 
 

 
http://www.facebook.com/Transaid  

 
http://www.twitter.com/TransaidOrg  

 
http://www.youtube.com/user/Transaid1  

 
 
For further press information: 
Florence Bearman at Transaid +44 (0)20 7387 8136 
Rebecca Gleave at Garnett Keeler +44 (0)20 8647 4467, or by email to 
rebecca.gleave@garnettkeeler.com  
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